. Bold, non-italicized, and non-shaded data resulted from using meridional wind magnitude and wind direction as predictors; all values in normal typeface resulted from using just north-south wind magnitude as a predictor; all values in italics resulted from using total wind magnitude and wind directions as predictors; the value in the shaded cells resulted from using zonal wind magnitude as a predictor; 1991-1995, 1996-2000, and 2006-2010 as used in Appendix 2. Bold, non-italicized, and non-shaded data resulted from using meridional wind magnitude and wind direction as predictors; all values in normal typeface resulted from using just north-south wind magnitude as a predictor; all values in italics resulted from using total wind magnitude and wind directions as predictors; the value in the shaded cell resulted from using zonal wind magnitude as a predictor 
